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PARTFOUR

.

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (IRR)
See part 4, page 4-,, Appraisal Two, Diagram 4-,. The final land value (178.24(000)) determined
in Part 3 has now been included in the DCF to provide a complete DCF. Note that when the DCF is
discounted at 20% per annum it yields a NPV = 0. This is the "internal rate or return" (IRR) which is
the most used measure of investment viability

HIGHEST AND BEST USE: The definition of highest and best use can now be restated in terms
of the cash flow in Diagram 4-I

"The highest and best use of development land is that use which generates the highest
land value at a discount rate coinmensurate with the risk of development"
NPVRATEOF RETURN

See pp 4-2/3, Appraisal Two. The NPV rate of return should be calculated as well as the IRR as it
is a useful check on the accuracy of the IRR. Ifthere is a major difference, it will alert the valuerto
anomalies or problems in the DCF
UNDERAND OVERCAPITALIZATION

When considering the value of a building the valuer must determine the "highest and best use" of
the land. As has been pointed outthe value of a building will only equal its "replacement cost new"
(RCN) if it is new and the highest and best use of the land. Highest and best use is that use of the
land which generates the highest land value coinmensurate with the risk of development
Generally, that is also the highest improved value (land and building value)
EXAMPLE: Suppose the subject site is zoned "light industrial" and fronts a busy arterial road
Upon consideration the valuer considers that there are 3 possible alternative uses
* The development of density residential as already outlined

* Development into a "standard" warehouse equivalent to a number already developed in
the

area

* Development into a motel based on a perceived "market gap" demand for motels within a
large industrial area
PIONEER LAND USE: The motel concept although proven and tried in a number of other large
cities, is a new and novel concept in Adelaide and therefore, there is a high risk attached to the

proposal. A novelland use such as this is called a "pioneer"land use. An example, of a pioneer
land use is the first redevelopment of old office blocks in Sussex and Clarence streets, Sydney

into "up market residential" by Tim Copeland in the early 1980s - see Diagram 10.1nitially, this was
a land use which he alone could see and therefore at auction he would bid one bid only above the
consensus land use of refurbished office space. However, once he had successfully developed a

number of such buildings the competition could see the new value so that it no longer became a
"pioneer" use. At the next auction the opposition would be prepared to bid up to the new value. For
the subject site, the appropriate "profit and risk' factors adopted forthe 3 alternative uses are
I'
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DIAGRAM I,
IF SUCH A BUILDING WAS BUILT IN SYDNEY'S CBD IT WOULD BE
"OVERCAPITALIZATION"
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DETERMINING THE DISCOUNT RATE (IRR)
As stated above the relevant IRR for a proposed development is a function of risk. A pioneer land
use is riskier than an established use and therefore, the developer would require a higher IRR in
compensation fortaking the marginal risk. The risk of a development is a function of

* Size. The larger the size the greater the risk

* Novelty of land use. Is it a pioneer or established land use? Complexity of land use is
also importantin this regard. For example, consider the Opera House when it was first
mooted?

* Competition from alternative investments. This will include future land availability. That
is why the valuer should consider the land stock of bodies such SA Urban Land Trust and
the Housing Trust. See Diagrams 12 and 13

CAPM: To determine the discountrate based on risk the CAPM method is most suitable. This

requires the determination of a "risk!ess" rate to which is added a margin forthe risk of the
particular project. This method is covered in Part 6, Appraisal Two, pp 6-6/8. An idea of the riskless
rate can be gleaned from very safe investments. Examples of these are shown in Diagrams '41/6
The "riskless" rate at the moment would appear to be about 8% pa This is a very important

indicator in feasibility studies because ifthe proposal does not meetthe riskless rate, it is
uneconomical. A margin must be added to the riskless rate to take into account
* The illiquid nature of real estate investment
* The inherent extra risk

The margin is traditionally thought to be about 2/3% for a safe real estate investment
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DIAGRAM 12
Is THE OBSOLETE WATER TOWER "UNDERCAPiTALizATioN"? NOT IF IT CAN BE
CONVERTED INTO OFFICES/RESIDENTIAL OFFERING SOME COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE
EG VIEWS!
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INCOMETAX FACTORS

See pp 4-719, Appraisal Two.
SENSITIVITYANALYSIS

In feasibility studies (and DCF generally) there is not one answer. Rather it produces a
range of answers which should be included in the feasibility report under the heading of
"Scenarios". The feasibility should be presented under 3 scenarios:
I. Expected
2. Optimistic
3. Pessimistic

Sensitivity analysis is best shown as a table and graph in which the key variables are
adjusted up and down 10%. See Appraisal Two, pp 4-10/11.
Under the subject scenario the following table can be set up on the spreadsheet:
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SENSITIVITY TABLE: See pp 4-9/11, Appraisal Two. Construct a sensitivity table forthe subject
DCF (Diagram 4-,) using the following adjustments
I. Land value +/-, 0%

2. End market value +/-, 0%
3. Construction costs +/-10%

4. Period of development 4 and 6 quarters

How can the table be used to determine expected, optimistic and pessimistic scenarios? You can
set up a Sensitivity Table as follows
A42: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
A44: VARIABLE
A46: Land value
A47: End market value
A48: Cost of construction

A49: Dev Time (4/6qtrs)
C43: NEWIRRAFTER CHANGE

C44: + (positive change of 10%)
044: - (negative change of, 0%)
After the changes are made separately to each of the key variables the results are recorded on in
the table as follows
C46: 13.63
C47: 13.8
C48: 339
C49: 17.2
046: 27.15
047: 26.3
048: 4.7
049: 25.4

The differences are calculated in the difference column
E44: DIFF
E46: =C46-046

Copy E46 to E47:E49
CONCLUSION: This shows that the most sensitive variable is end market value (292), more than
twice as sensitive than the next variable land value (1382). The sensitivity analysis shows that the

developer should spend most time on increasing or alleast maintaining the end market value
compared with other factors of development. Ifthe market can absorb a higher priced more
"up market" building then the analysis shows that this option should be implemented
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
NEW IRR
VARIABLE
Land value

+

FTER CH ANGE
o

DIFF

13.63

20

27.15

-13.52

End market value:

33.9

20

4.7

29.2

Cost of construction:

13.8

20

26.3

-12.5

Development time (4/6 qtrs):

17.2

20

25.4

-8.2
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OPTION ,: 20% per annum: A risky land use, riskier than the development of density
residential in an established residential area. There are no other equivalent developments
nearby

OPTION 2 15% per annum: A proven land use and relatively safe because warehouses of
the same design have sold well in this area

OPTION 3: 25% per annum: A pioneer land use. The firsttime a motel has been built
within an industrial area in Adelaide and therefore, a potential investor would require a high
return as compensation forthe high risk
LAND VALUES

DCFs are prepared using the above discountrates to obtain the relevantland values
OPTION ,: 80 000
OPTION 2: 120 000
OPTION 3: 90 000

Therefore, the highest and best use of the site is as a warehouse because that use shows the
maximum land value of 120 000 with the appropriate IRR of 15% per annum
OVERCAPITALIZATION

Ifthe owner of the land above went ahead and builtthe motel, its value on completion would be

less than "replacement cost new". This is because the market value of the motelis determined by
the present value of allfuture income and benefits (as it is an investment property). The netincome
generated will not be sufficient to coverthe cost of building and at the same time provide sufficient
reward to the developer forthe high risk. Such developments are examples of"overcapitalization"
Other examples are

* A large and prestigious house built in a "rundown" neighbourhood
* A large planned regional shopping centre has just been completed. The Highways
Department issues a statement that a majortraffic bypass will be created diverting traffic
away from the regional centre. Therefore, the shopping centre is now too large forthe
reduced trade area. The site is overcapitalized

See Diagram 11for a CBD example,

UNDERCAPITALIZATION

"Undercapitalization"is the opposite to overcapitalization. The density residential development is a
much lower land use than the highest and best use; as a warehouse. It does not capture the full
potential of the site. Therefore, the density residential proposal is an example of
undercapitalization. See Diagram 12
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DIAGRAM 13
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DIAGRAM 14
EVIDENCE OF "RISKLESS RATES"

Whatsortof
Investment returns

%
p. a.

.

fixed for4 Years?
Adelaide Bank's Monthly Interest Term Deposit

Account. 7.5%p. a. fixed for 4 years with a minimum

deposit of $5,000 - interest calculated daily and paid
monthly. What's more we do notpass on anyFID charges
For shorter terms our rates are stillvery, very competitive.
IYEAR 2YEArs

5.25%p. " 6.25%p:*

4YEARS
(48 months)

3YEARS
(36months)

7.50%,.,

7.00%p. "

Don't delay ring 13 22 20now or
visityo"r "e@, estAdel@ide Bank!
Phones are open 8.30anito

6pm and on Saturday or Sunday
between 12 noon and 6pm
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a
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DIAGRAM 14
EVIDENCE OF "RISKLESS RATES"
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FORECASTING ECONOMIC TRENDS

Feasibility studies are a prediction in the future. The valuer should be very careful about making
"off the cuff' predictions aboutthe future of some real estate submarket. It is much better to allow
somebody else to make the predictions. Fortunately, there are no shortage of such bodies and a
number of academic "think tanks", the ABS and government bodies make predictions about certain
real estate markets

The feasibility report should include comment from these bodies. Not only does this add

professionalism to your report but it lets you "off the hook" as the prediction of real estate markets
is extremely difficult and requires resource to the research of other bodies in any case. For
example, a key factoris the State Domestic Product(SDP) which is predicted by the ABS. There
are other more specialist bodies such as the Indicative Planning Council's reports. These reports
are compulsory reading forthe valuer of residential"in globo"land. A copy of relevant extracts are
~~~~~~ ~attached to the end of this part
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DIAGRAM 10

PIONEERLAND USE -WHEN OLD OFFICE BLOCKSWERE FIRSTLYCONVERTED IN
upMARKET RESIDENTIAL
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